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Abstract. Early detection of ovarian cancer could greatly increase the
likelihood of successful treatment. However, present detection tech-
niques are not very effective, and symptoms are more commonly seen
in later stage disease. Amino acids, structural proteins, and enzymatic
cofactors have endogenous optical properties influenced by precan-
cerous changes and tumor growth. We present the technical details of
an optical spectroscopy system used to quantify these properties. A
fiber optic probe excites the surface epithelium �origin of 90% of
cases� over 270 to 580 nm and collects fluorescence and reflectance
at 300 to 800 nm with four or greater orders of magnitude instrument
to background suppression. Up to four sites per ovary are investigated
on patients giving consent to oophorectomy and the system’s in vivo
optical evaluation. Data acquisition is completed within 20 s per site.
We illustrate design, selection, and development of the components
used in the system. Concerns relating to clinical use, performance,
calibration, and quality control are addressed. In the future, spectro-
scopic data will be compared with histological biopsies from the cor-
responding tissue sites. If proven effective, this technique can be use-
ful in screening women at high risk of developing ovarian cancer to
determine whether oophorectomy is necessary. © 2010 Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3503468�

Keywords: endoscopy; tissue fluorescence; ovarian cancer; tissue spectroscopy;
UVC excitation; fiber optic probe.
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Introduction

varian cancer has the highest mortality rate of all gyneco-
ogical cancers.1–3 In 2009, it was the fifth leading cause of
ancer-related death among U.S. women, and 21,550 new
ases and 14,600 deaths were projected.3 When detected in
ate stage �e.g., III–IV�, five-year survival is low �5 to 15%�,
ut when disease is confined to the ovaries, five-year survival
s 80 to 90% supporting the need for early detection. The

ajor obstacles in developing an early detection protocol for
varian cancer are an undefined premalignant lesion, a poten-
ial for early metastasis,4 poor access to the ovaries, inaccu-
ate screening technologies, and the tendency of the disease to
e asymptomatic in the early stages.

Ninety percent of ovarian cancers originate from the sur-
ace epithelium5,6 of either the ovary or the fallopian tube, and
he more aggressive of these cancers may metastasize very
arly to the peritoneal cavity. Early diagnosis, while the dis-
ase is still localized at its origin, results in higher cure rates,
s it provides the physician with more treatment options and
he ability to use less-invasive methods.7 Despite advances in

ddress all correspondence to: Urs Utzinger, University of Arizona, Biomedical
ngineering Department, 1127 East James E. Rogers Way, Tucson, Arizona
5721. Tel: 520-626-9281; Fax: 520-626-9287; E-mail: utzinger@u.arizona.edu
ournal of Biomedical Optics 057009-
conservative treatment methods both invasive and noninva-
sive, screening for early detection of ovarian cancer is not yet
available.8

Evaluation of the family history of breast and ovarian can-
cer along with genetic testing can identify women at increased
risk of developing ovarian cancer. These women may benefit
from additional diagnostic techniques to determine the opti-
mal time of oophorectomy. Techniques allowing surveillance
of the ovary have the potential to prolong fertility and will
delay the morbidity associated with early onset of menopause.
Furthermore, should proteomics testing9 be able to identify
patients developing ovarian cancer, optical evaluation of the
ovary may become the procedure of choice to perform a sec-
ond diagnostic evaluation to minimize false positive results.

Several groups are investigating optical technologies to
nondestructively image tissue at high resolution for the early
diagnosis of ovarian cancer. Some of the promising methods
are confocal microscopy,7,10–13 nonlinear microscopy,13–17

spectroscopy,14–17 and optical coherence tomography
�OCT�.18–20

Optical spectroscopy could be used as a screening or diag-
nostic aid in the early detection of ovarian cancer. Amino

1083-3668/2010/15�5�/057009/14/$25.00 © 2010 SPIE
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cids �for instance, tyrosine and tryptophan�, structural pro-
eins �such as collagen and elastin�, and enzymatic cofactors
for example, NADH21 and FAD� have fluorescence
roperties.22,23 Tyrosine and tryptophan are both excited near
80 nm, while tryptophan fluorescence dominates at 340-nm
mission in tissue. NADH is highly fluorescent, with excita-
ion and emission maxima at 340 nm and 460 nm, respec-
ively. The oxidized form of NADH, NAD+, is minimally
uorescent. FAD can be excited around 450 nm and emits
round 520 nm. In contrast to NADH, the oxidized forms of
avins are maximally fluorescent. Collagen and elastin when
xcited below 340 nm have emissions near 380 nm. How-
ver, different emission spectra are observed with longer ex-
itation wavelengths and indicate a complex combination of
uorophores within collagen.24,25 The response of these biom-
rkers is a function of cell activity �proliferation, tumor for-
ation, and so on� and composition of extracellular matrix.26

luorescence can investigate changes in epithelial cell me-
abolism by assessing mitochondrial fluorophores such as the

etabolic cofactors NADH and FAD. Epithelial–stromal in-
eractions modify collagen cross-linking of the extracellular

atrix, which can result in changes in fluorescence of these
ross links.1

The clinical research device �CRD� described here ac-
esses the surface epithelium of the ovary with a fiber optic
robe employed through an access port used for laparoscopy.
he epithelial surface is excited over 270 to 580 nm, and
mission is collected at 300 to 800 nm to best sample fluoro-
hores present in the tissue. Currently, the CRD is being
valuated in a clinical trial at the University Medical Center
UMC�, University of Arizona, with 40 patients with sched-
led oophorectomy, to collect spectroscopic data �IRB Federal
ide Assurance Compliance: FWA00004218, Project No. 02-

495-01�. The risk status of the study was evaluated by the
ata and safety monitoring board �DSMB� of the Arizona
ancer Center as well as University of Arizona’s Institutional
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ig. 1 Schematic of the CRD in a clinical setup. The CRD is to the left,
robe is placed. The patient bed is to the right. The gross anatomy se

n contact with the ovary.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 057009-
Review Board �IRB� and noted as a nonsignificant-risk or
low-risk study.

We describe the design and the selection of the compo-
nents used in the CRD. The evolution of the fiber optic probe
that is used to interrogate the ovary is discussed, and results
on performance, calibration, quality control, and clinical use
are presented. We compare the device with an industry-
standard spectrofluorometer �Fluorolog, Horiba Instruments,
Inc., Irvine, California� and demonstrate calibrated measure-
ments on ovarian tissue during surgery.

2 Materials and Methods
The CRD is a comprehensive optical spectroscopy system and
self-contained unit that can be used in a standard operating
room �OR� to perform spectroscopic measurements on ova-
rian tissue in vivo. Each clinical measurement consists of ac-
cessing and exciting the ovarian surface epithelium through a
laparoscopic access port �trocar� via a fiber optic probe. Col-
lected light is spectroscopically analyzed and recorded for
each measurement site. The setup of the CRD in the OR is
shown in Fig. 1. An operator interfaces with the mobile clini-
cal cart, while the fiber optic probe is set by the surgical staff
on a sterile tray. The end of the probe with connectors to the
light and data ports is connected to the CRD by the operator.
The sterile part is picked up by the physician when the ovary
is located and accessible for measurements. The measurement
is conducted under endoscopic surveillance. A standard cart
rack cabinet �E30-2002, Bud Industries, Inc., Willoughby,
Ohio� houses all the components. Casters with locks and 4-in
rubber wheels allow the system to clear small bumps common
in hospitals and research laboratories �Luna Caster and Truck,
Phoenix, Arizona�.

A research protocol was developed with the gynecologic
oncologists, allowing in vivo optical evaluation of the ovaries
of patients undergoing planned oophorectomy. A health ques-

Fiber
Optic Probe

Endoscope
View

e

Patient
Bed

ed by a sterile table on which a surgery tray containing the fiber optic
ugh a laparoscope is visible on the screen with the fiber optic probe
Steril
Table

follow
en thro
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ionnaire is completed by the patient with the help of a re-
earch nurse, which is later used to evaluate the patient’s risk
tatus for developing ovarian cancer. Since the prevalence of
varian cancer is relatively low, patients at moderate to high
isk for developing ovarian cancer are given highest recruit-
ent preference, as they have a higher probability of harbor-

ng premalignant changes in their ovaries.
The research protocol allows evaluation of up to four sites

er ovary and collection of biopsies for histological purposes.
n oophorectomy carried out in the UMC can be either a

aparoscope-assisted or an open procedure. To perform an op-
ical measurement, the surgeon first needs to locate the ovary
n the peritoneal cavity. Connective tissue is removed if nec-
ssary without cutting the blood supply to the ovary. For a
aparoscope-assisted case, the surgeon accesses the ovary
hrough a 5-mm trocar. Once a site is selected and the probe
s placed in contact with the ovary, the endoscope light is
urned off and is replaced by illumination light from our fiber
ptic probe, which we can control with our instrument. In the
ase of an open surgery, overhead lights of the operating table
nd room lights are turned to minimal intensity throughout the
uration of spectroscopic measurements. The remaining back-
round light collected by our instrument is recorded and sub-
racted from the tissue recordings during post-processing. All
he measurements are performed before the blood supply to
he ovaries is transected. Selection of the measurement sites is
ased on the surgeon’s expertise in identifying suspicious ar-
as and in general includes two sites each on the anterior and
osterior sides of the ovary. Suspicious areas on the surface of
he ovary include cyst walls, nodules, abnormal masses, dis-
olorations, and so on. Each site is annotated prior to removal
f the ovary from the peritoneal cavity to aid biopsy retrieval,
hich because of the firm morphology of the ovarian surface,

annot be performed intraoperatively. Based on observation of
he endoscope’s video monitor, a drawing is sketched to illus-
rate the location of the measurement. To minimize risks from
he measurement procedure, only ovaries planned for subse-
uent surgical removal are measured. Apart from the time
eeded to perform the optical measurements, there is no
odification to the surgical procedure.
There were many practical challenges in the design, devel-

pment, and maintenance of the CRD. First, for the excitation
onfiguration, the tissue’s UV light exposure needed to remain
elow the assumed threshold limiting value �TLV� deduced
rom comparable organ sites.27 Furthermore, the out-of-band
OOB� light has to be suppressed with four or greater orders
f magnitude ��OD4� to excite the fluorophores so that light
eflected from the tissue will not appear as endogenous fluo-
escence.

Second, for the emission detection configuration, the opti-
al signals returning from the measurement site are weak,
equiring suppression of the system’s autosignals �e.g., fluo-
escence originating in the optical components of the CRD�.
luorescence collected from epithelial tissues with fiber optic
robes is in the range of 0.01 to 0.4% of the excitation light.28

f excitation light is scattered in the spectrometer, it will be
isinterpreted as fluorescence, so we require that the reflected

ight be suppressed at OD4 or better. The detected signal-to-
oise ratio �SNR� needs to be 200 or better for quality control.

Third, for clinical operation, the electrical safety of the
RD had to be within the hospital’s clinical engineering re-
ournal of Biomedical Optics 057009-
quirements. Space limitation in the OR requires the instru-
ment to be packaged into a mobile cart. Clinical measure-
ments must be completed within the time frame approved by
the IRB.

Fourth, the fiber optic probe developed has to be ergo-
nomic and sterilizable. The ergonomics of the probe is impor-
tant so that the physician can hold the probe in contact with
the surface of the ovary for the duration of a clinical measure-
ment. Sterility of the probe is required to use it intraopera-
tively. Fifth, and one of the biggest challenges, was marking
the area of the biopsy so that the spectroscopic data accurately
reflected the histology.

Last, the recorded data needed to be calibrated and quality
controlled to free it from random and systematic errors, to
exclude device failure and ensure repeatable performance
throughout the duration of the study.

The schematic of the spectroscopy system showing the dif-
ferent components that are integrated to form the functional
units of the CRD is shown in Fig. 2. The excitation light is
routed to the tissue or sample of interest using a fiber optic
probe, and the fluorescence and reflectance emitted are carried
back by the probe to be analyzed. The data acquisition process
is fully automated and computer controlled.

2.1 Excitation Light Source
The excitation light source is a critical part of the CRD, as it
provides the tissue-exciting light and needs to be optimized
for low OOB light in the UV and visible. It is based on a
custom light source using a 75-W Xenon short arc lamp �UX-

Spx

CCD

IS

MDT

P2

Probe

P1

Xe LS

FW1

FW2

Sh

IL

(1)

(3)

(5)

(4)

(2)

Fig. 2 Illustration of the optical spectroscopy system used in the CRD.
It consists of four main components: �1� an excitation light source
comprising an arc lamp combined with filter wheels and a fiber optic
coupling system, �2� a fiber optic probe that directs light onto the
tissue and collects fluorescence and reflected light, �3� a spectrograph
that includes a thermoelectrically cooled CCD, �4� and �5� calibration
components. Sh and FW1 represent the light source shutter and light
source filter wheel. SI is the surgical illuminator, while P1 and P2 are
the two configurations of the power meter. T, D, and M represent
tungsten-halogen, deuterium, and mercury calibration light sources. IS
is an integrating sphere providing uniform illumination of the fiber
optic probe during calibration measurements. Spx represents a spec-
trometer, while FW2 and CCD represent the filter wheel and camera
in the spectrometer.
September/October 2010 � Vol. 15�5�3
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5XE, Photon Technology International �PTI�, Birmingham,
ew Jersey� in a lamp housing �A1010B and LPS-220B, PTI�
ith an f/2.5 elliptical reflector creating a spot size of 3.2 mm

FWHM�. This results in a high power density at the focus,
hich is ideal for coupling light into a small fiber bundle. An

ntegrated igniter �LPS-221B, PTI� provides the required high
reignition voltage to start the lamp and interferes minimally
ith other electronic equipment. A shutter with a 6-mm aper-

ure and blades coated with AlMgF2 �VS2581ZMO, Vincent
ssociates, Rochester, New York� controls light exposure that

s synchronized with the camera electronics. A plano-convex
uartz lens �f=50 mm� is used for collimating the light beam
hrough a 10-position filter wheel �Lambda 10, Sutter, Inc.,
ovato, California� carrying 10 filters �Semrock, Rochester,
ew York, Chroma Technologies, Rockingham, Vermont, and
mega Optical, Brattleboro, Vermont� with low autofluores-

ence �AF� and high OOB suppression. One filter is a long-
ass filter with a cut-on at 320 nm for reflectance measure-
ents, and the other nine filters were bandpass filters used to

xcite fluorescence. Their center wavelengths ��center� were
elected to excite endogenous fluorophores mentioned earlier
hat have the potential to serve as biomarkers. A second lens
imilar to the first is used to focus the light beam into the fiber
undle. The lenses were chosen �infinite conjugates� to match
he NA �0.22 in-air� of the fiber bundle. A pinhole aperture is
laced in the beam path to block stray light. The light source
ssembly is cooled by an external low-noise fan �624N, ebm-
apst, Inc., Mulfingen, Germany�.

.2 Spectrometric Detection
etection of fluorescence and reflectance signals is carried out
sing a diffraction-grating-based spectrometer �Inspectrum
00, Acton Research Corporation, Acton, Massachusetts�.
his spectrometer uses a Czerny-Turner optical configuration,
hich provides better stray light suppression than other com-
act spectrometers that are based on single mirror devices. It
lso has a built-in filter wheel, which is necessary to suppress
xcitation light reflected into the spectrometer. The mirrors
re corrected for astigmatism, allowing multiple independent
pectra to be collected independently. The spectrometer has an
ntegrated back-illuminated CCD �INS-122B, Hamamatsu,
024�122 pixels, 24.6 mm�3 mm� that is cooled to
20 °C to lower the dark current when exposure reaches mul-

iple seconds. Back-illumination provides higher quantum ef-
ciency ���85%� than a comparable UV-coated front-

lluminated CCD. The spectrometer has an internal shutter
nd mechanism to adjust the input slit size. The optical fibers
hemselves form a 200-�m limiting aperture at the slit. A
ingle 150 grooves /mm grating �1-015-300, Newport Corpo-
ation, Irvine, California� was set to a center wavelength
�center� of 546 nm to match the spectral range of interest and
o match the peak wavelength of the mercury spectrum
546.1 nm�. The grating was optimized for the UV-blue �� at
00 nm=73%� to minimize the exposure when the sample is
lluminated with short wavelengths.

For fluorescence measurements, excitation light can be re-
ected into the detection channels and should therefore be
ell-suppressed. This is achieved by placing a rotating five-
osition filter wheel in the CCD’s field of view. Five long-
ass filters were selected to provide the suppression needed
ournal of Biomedical Optics 057009-
for the excitation light. Due to the limited number of filter
positions �total of 5 positions�, one long-pass filter position
had to suppress more than one excitation wavelength �total of
10 positions�. These filters are dielectric coated and thus have
minimal AF, and also they are placed away from the conjugate
plane of the CCD.

For reflection measurement, the detection spectrum has
second-order light, as the spectrometer used is a grating-based
device. Thus, two reflection measurements are carried out,
one with the shortest long-pass filter and the other with long-
pass filter at around 400 nm.

2.3 Fiber Optic Probe
The fiber optic probe is designed to transport the excitation
light to the ovarian surface and carry back the emission and
reflectance for spectrometric detection.29 Through the dura-
tion of this project, three generations of fiber optic probes
were developed. The differences in the three generations of
the probe are summarized in Table 1. Their development was
based on feedback from the physician and also practical limi-
tations observed while using them to perform clinical mea-
surements. The excitation and emission collection elements
are identical in all three versions, and they primarily differ in
their ergonomics and support of biopsy collection. Carbon
dioxide insufflated peritoneal pressure30 is maintained in all
three versions. We tested each of the three generations of fiber
optic probes in a laparoscopy simulating training module
�Karl Storz GmbH & Co., Tuttlingen, Germany�. For this pur-
pose, a phantom based on porcine collagen was used to simu-
late the surface toughness and texture of an ovary.

For biopsy collection of the probed sites, we attempted in
situ biopsy; however, standard retrieval with forceps is not
feasible, and biopsy with surgical blades imposes additional
risks to the patient. Thus, annotation of these sites is impor-
tant for biopsy retrieval once the ovary is excised from the
body. This is addressed by using a 20-gauge needle �0.032-in
OD, 0.020-in ID, HTX-21R, Small Parts� custom-made �Vita
Needle Company, Inc., Needham, Massachusetts� through a
syringe channel in the probe. A few �L of sterile tissue-
staining-dye �methylene blue� is used at its tip.31 A pump
�NE-1000, New Era Pump Systems, Inc., Wantagh, New
York� is used for dispensing the dye using a 12-ft medical-
grade tubing �US Plastics, Lima, Ohio�. The needle is intro-
duced into the fiber optic probe by the OR technician before
the probe is inserted into the trocar. A spring �CSXX-0080,
Small Parts� prevents the syringe from protruding out of the
fiber optic probe. Often, the indentation of the syringe is suf-
ficient to identify the measurement locations. Synchronized
illumination of the field of view was incorporated, as the en-
doscope illumination must be turned off during measurements
�as to not interfere with tissue emission collection�. The probe
tip uses one inch of transparent medical-grade polycarbonate
�Zelux GS, Westlake Plastics, Lenni, Pennsylvania�, and the
surface is rough-polished with a grit size of 220. Illumination
light is coupled into its proximal end, and when it reaches the
rough surface, it is scattered, which illuminates a larger field
compared to the previous probes. This allows the probe to be
held steady when the endoscope illumination is turned off. In
addition, at 120 lumens, the white-light LED �LXK2-PW14-
V00, Philips Lumileds Lighting Co., San Jose, California� is
September/October 2010 � Vol. 15�5�4
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hree times brighter than that of the first-/second-generation
robes.

The packaging of the third-generation probe and the layout
f the optical fibers representing its different functioning legs
re illustrated in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�. This figure shows the
onfiguration of the fibers used for excitation, illumination,
mission, calibration, and quality control. Four fibers route
he excitation light to the tissue, and the tissue emission is
ollected by three fibers that route it to the spectrometer.
hese seven fibers �200 �m, Polymicro� are interfaced to a
hort single central fiber �CF� �800 �m�, allowing homog-
nous illumination over an 800-�m area at the probe tip.
ight from the light source is directly coupled with a fiber
200 �m� for power measurements. A feedback fiber
70 �m� couples light from the light source directly into the
pectrometer to monitor bandpass filter failures. A fiber
200 �m� carries light from an integrating sphere to the spec-
rometer and could be used for calibration purposes. NA �in
ir� of all the fibers employed is 0.22. There are 21 illumina-
ion fibers that provide auxiliary illumination for visual feed-
ack, and these fibers terminate into the polycarbonate tip of
he probe, providing illumination of the surgical field. The
ength of the probe was chosen to be comparable to an OR
uction irrigator, which is 14 in in length and fits down a
tandard 5-mm trocar. A stainless steel hypodermic tube �OD
.77 mm, HTX 06-1/2R, Small Parts� defines the length and
iameter of the rigid part. The optical sampling fibers are
oused in a smaller tube �OD 1.27 mm, HTX-18T, Small
arts� and stick out about 0.5 mm at the probe tip. Between

he rigid probe and the instrument, braided stainless steel
onocoil with PVC �Armor Associates, Inc., Malvern, Penn-

ylvania� is used for protection of the fibers.
The fiber optic probe consists of several materials. The

omponents that come in direct contact with the patient and
hysician are made of medical-grade materials such as stain-
ess steel assembled using medical-grade epoxy. Chemically
nert materials were used at all other assembly locations of the

Table 1 Comparative summary of fiber o

Features First generation

Patient cable length 3 m

Surgeon illuminator No

Dye marking capability No

Illumination type NA

Illumination LED NA

Illumination efficiency NA

Laparoscope compatibility External adapto

Probe length �inches� 20

Laparoscopic pressure MGESa O-ring

Maintenance
aMedical grade and ethylene oxide sterilizable.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 057009-
probe. Two assembly locations are of particular interest with
respect to the type of glue employed: the junction connecting
the excitation–emission fibers to the single fiber used for light
mixing, and the probe tip where excitation light can be scat-
tered by the sample and epoxy. These areas could fluoresce
and add to the measurement signal. To reduce this, care was
taken during fiber optic probe assembly to keep those areas
glue-free. To minimize AF of the epoxy used, several
industry-standard medical-grade epoxies were tested for their
AF to determine the one that could be used for probe assem-
bly. Measurements were performed on glue samples embed-
ded in identically sized hypodermic needles, and the fiber
optic probe was placed in direct contact with the glue
samples. Measurements were performed on the Fluorolog us-
ing the fiber optic probe. The excitation and emission configu-
rations covered the spectral region used for patient measure-
ment. Furthermore, the excitation and emission fibers used
have a high-OH fused silica core to allow ultraviolet C light
transmission and have an aluminum jacket to keep their AF
low in the presence of excitation light.

After each clinical use, the fiber optic probe and the dye
delivery tubing are rinsed with Medical Enzyme detergent
�Enzyme Solutions, Inc., Garrett, Indiana�, cleaned with eth-
anol and cold sterilized using 100% ethylene oxide �EtO� at
90 to 135F using a dual cycle Steri-Vac 5XL gas sterilizer and
aerator �3M, St. Paul, Minnesota�.

2.4 Calibration

Calibration of the data is important to factor out device-
related parameters and was divided into power, spectral, and
wavelength calibrations. Power calibration ensures that power
incident on the tissue is always recorded. It is performed by
taking a ratio of power at the probe tip and at the termination
of a fiber directly coupled to the light source, each by using a
power meter �1830-C, Newport� with a UV-enhanced silicon-
based power meter sensor �883-UV, Newport�.

be features over its three generations.

Second generation Third generation

4 m 4 m

Yes Yes

Yes Yes

Fiber illumination Diffuse illumination

45 lumens 120 lumens

Lower Higher

Integrated Integrated

20 14

Trocar Trocar
ptic pro

r

September/October 2010 � Vol. 15�5�5
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Spectral calibration ensures that the emission is collected
ndependent of the sensitivity fluctuations over the spectral
ange of interest. Deuterium and tungsten-halogen light
DH2000, Ocean Optics, Dunedin, Florida� sources cover the
pectral range of interest, and their output is measured at each
mission filter configuration and compared with the manufac-
urer’s data to generate a sensitivity calibration curve. The
pectral calibration ranges are 200 to 400 nm and
80 to 800 nm, respectively, with a spectral overlap from
80 to 400 nm.

Peaks of a mercury-argon calibration source �HG-1, Ocean
ptics� are used to convert the linear array of pixels needed to
avelength-calibrate the spectrometer. Because the spectrom-

ter rotates the grating turret during each power-up, this cali-
ration is performed as part of each calibration sequence.

.5 Data Processing
hen analyzing the light path from source to sample to de-

ector, one can identify the transfer functions involved. The
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ig. 3 �a� Packaging of the third-generation fiber optic probe. Section
A shows the cross section of the probe tip where the excitation light,
iffused illumination light, and spring-loaded syringe emerge. �b� Il-

ustration of the optical wiring diagram. EX and SPX are the excitation
nd emission fibers interfacing with CF, the central 800-�m fiber. IC
epresents the 21 illumination channel fibers. Section BB presents the
ross section of the probe where the IC fibers �3�7� terminate and
he syringe channel �SC� goes through. Section CC illustrates the
even EX-SPX fibers, the 21 IC fibers and the through syringe channel.
M, FB-1, 2, and IS are the power meter, feedback, and integration
phere fibers, respectively. The EX, PM, and FB-1 fibers are bundled
ogether and terminated with a FC connector �section DD�. They are
imultaneously illuminated by the light source. IS is the integrating
phere fiber. The interface FB-1-FB-2 is for monitoring bandpass filter
ailures. The SPX, FB-2, and IS fibers are bundled together and termi-
ated in a linear arrangement with a ferrule that fits the entrance slit of

he spectrometer �section EE�.
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light source is subjected to an excitation power transfer func-
tion prior to exciting the sample, which is determined by the
throughputs of the filters and the fiber optic probe. Based on
its composition, the sample converts the excitation light to
fluorescence, and the amount collected also depends on the
probe geometry. We did not further consider those, as they
were kept constant by establishing probe–tissue physical con-
tact. The fluorescence emitted is subjected to a detection
transfer function based on spectral transmission of the fiber
optic probe, emission filters, wavelength-dependent efficiency
of the grating, and the detector’s spectral sensitivity. Integrat-
ing over the excitation bandwidth, one can show that the re-
corded fluorescence is proportional to the parameters de-
scribed in the equation:

F�ex,�em
=

Frec�J�

A�cm2� · �t�s� · I�ex
� W

cm2� · P�ex
· ��em

, �1�

where F�ex,�em is the fluorescence from the sample measured
at �ex and �em, Frec is the recorded fluorescence, A is the
exposed area, �t is the exposure time, I�ex is the excitation
power at �ex, P�ex is the excitation power transfer function at
�ex, and ��em is the emission–collection efficiency transfer
function.

The recorded fluorescence is the intensity values on the
CCD detector. The exposed area is kept constant in our study,
and the exposure time is set by the control software. It is kept
constant for all excitation wavelengths but is changed when
measuring calibration standards. The excitation power is ob-
tained by power calibration. The emission–collection effi-
ciency transfer function is determined based on the spectral
calibration.

In order to produce calibrated fluorescence spectra, the
process described in Fig. 4 is employed. Spectrally dispersed
light is recorded on the spectrometer output plane. For each
measurement, an image is recorded with the light source shut-
ter closed. The subtraction of those two images will eliminate
room light and dark current of the sensor. The vertical direc-
tion of the image encodes for fiber location on the spectrom-
eter input slit. Data along that direction are summed to create
a single spectrum. The horizontal direction of the image en-
codes for wavelength, and based on the wavelength calibra-
tion, we convert pixel location to wavelength. Since the de-
tector oversamples the spectrum, noise removal with a
Savitsky-Golay32 filter was employed to match the systems
optical resolution. By the multiplication of the computed
power calibration factor of the excitation light and correcting
by the spectral sensitivity of the detector, we can compute a
calibrated fluorescence spectrum. Assembling all the emission
spectra into a matrix yields an excitation emission matrix
�EEM�.

2.6 Quality Control
In addition to calibration, it is important to develop a quality
control protocol to ensure repeatable performance of the CRD
throughout its lifetime. The spectral output and power of the
light source at each excitation filter configuration are mea-
sured. The feedback fiber illustrated in Fig. 3�b� is used for
monitoring any bandpass filter leaks. The passbands of those
September/October 2010 � Vol. 15�5�6
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lters can be monitored by coupling light from the fiber optic
robe to the input port of an integrating sphere �IS� and moni-
oring its output port with an IS fiber �Fig. 2 and Fig. 3�b��.
ositive and negative fluorescence and reflectance standards

hat cover the spectral range of interest were included in the
easurement procedure. These standards had peaks at excita-

ion and emission wavelengths throughout the spectral range
f the CRD. The positive standards include p-Terphenyl, Tet-
aphenylbutadiene, Rhodamine, and Fluorescein �Starna
ells, Atascadero, California�. The first three standards are
uorescence standards dissolved in methylmethacrylate and
olymerized to produce a polymethyl methacrylate �PMMA�,
hile Fluorescein is a liquid fluorescence standard in a quartz

uvette. The negative fluorescence standard is deionized �DI�
ater in a dark bottle, which has a very low AF. For reflec-

ance measurements, the positive standards are microspheres
ispersed in DI-UV water in a 1-cm path length quartz cu-
ette and an integrating sphere coated with broadband reflect-
ng Spectralon33 of 2-in inner diameter.

In order to calculate the signal-to-noise ratio of the mea-
ured signals, we filtered the raw data with a Savitsky-Golay
ltering �order=2, window size=15 pixels�. This processing
esulted in a filtered spectrum that has the same number of
lements as the raw spectrum but matches the spectrometer’s
esolution. The noise spectrum was then obtained by subtract-
ng the original spectrum from the filtered spectrum. A single
umber describing the noise was determined by calculating
he standard deviation over a window of 150 pixels �75 nm�
ocated at the maximum of the fluorescence spectrum. This
umber describes the noise of the raw spectrum. As the filter

Raw Image File

Background
Subtracted

Image

Fluorescence
Spectrum( )λ

Wavelength
Calibration

Noise
Removal

Filtered
Spectrum( )λ

F{

X

Power
CalibrationX

Power
Calibrated
Spectrum

Spectral Sensitivity
Calibration

Calibrated
Fluorescence

Spectrum

Assemble
EEM

_ Background
Subtraction

}
X

ig. 4 Flowchart showing the CRD data processing sequence. Raw
mages from the spectrometer camera and background data �excita-
ion shutter closed� were acquired for every site during patient mea-
urements. Wavelength calibration transformed the background-
ubtracted data from pixel-space to wavelength-space. Noise removal
as performed using Savitsky-Golay filtering �order=2, window size
15� �Ref. 32� to match the system’s resolution. The filtered spectrum
as calibrated by the excitation power and the spectral sensitivity of

he device. Several spectra were finally assembled to an excitation–
mission matrix �EEM�.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 057009-
processes occurred over a window size of fifteen pixels, one
can estimate the noise remaining in the filtered spectrum to be
a square-root of 15 smaller. SNR is the peak intensity of the
fluorescence signal divided by the standard deviation of the
noise.

The calibration and quality control measurements are per-
formed within the OR using a dark box to baffle room light.
LabView �National Instruments, Austin, Texas� software is
used to automate all the measurement procedures and for data
storage. The drivers developed for the shutters, filter wheel,
power meter, camera, and spectrometer are interfaced by
custom-written LabView programs �RCubed, LLC,
Lawrenceville, New Jersey�. A script engine is used to select
scripts that automate patient measurements, calibration, and
quality control routines, and a separate batch file is generated
to plot the data.

3 Results
3.1 Excitation Light Source
The design goal of the light source was to achieve an OOB
suppression of four orders or better at wavelengths where
fluorescence occurs. Several bandpass filters from three dif-
ferent manufacturers �Semrock, Chroma, and Omega� were
investigated, and we found that it was more difficult to
achieve the design goal with filters below 400 nm. The output
of the configuration was analyzed by the Fluorolog. Figure 5
illustrates the best and worst cases of our configuration. Sev-
eral filters did not operate at the desired specifications, and the
suppression levels were improved by placing two filters in
series, resulting in the desired OOB level. Table 2 illustrates
the filter configuration that we implemented in our system and
lists the combination of the excitation filter with correspond-
ing emission long-pass filter in the spectrometer, which is
needed to suppress the reflected excitation light. We chose
long-pass filters with dielectric coatings with OD 5 or better
OOB suppression and having cut-on wavelengths at 300, 372,
420 �Chroma�, 500, and 590 nm �Omega�. Excitation light
used for reflectance measurement passes a 320-nm longpass
filter and is additionally attenuated by three orders of magni-
tude to avoid detector saturation. The total UV tissue expo-
sure was calculated using a technique published by ACGIH
wherein its threshold limiting value �TLV� was computed
based on the effective irradiance relative to a monochromatic
source at 270 nm. The exposure was determined to be less
than 12% of the TLV set for UV exposure when light expo-
sure is 0.2 s at each excitation wavelength. Of the 12%, 11 is
from exposure at 280 nm �Table 2�. Reflectance is collected
by overlapping �300 to 600� and �420 to 800 nm� with two
measurements to achieve data from 300 to 800 nm.

3.2 Spectrometric Detection
The image plane of the detector contains three individual
spectral tracks, with the largest track occupying the light col-
lected from the sample and two additional tracks allowing
feedback and quality control measurements of the instrument.
Our fiber arrangement at the input slit of the spectrometer
resulted in minimal cross talk between the tracks measuring
sample spectra and that conducting instrument quality control.

The camera driver allowed binning of the data in spectral
�horizontal� and measurement track �vertical� direction. Since
September/October 2010 � Vol. 15�5�7
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Table 2 Filters employed in the CRD.

Measurement
type

Excitation
filter
�center �nm�
BW �nm�

Emission
filter
cut-on
�nm�

Effective
transmission
�%�

Power
delivered
��W�

TLV
Safety
�%�

Fluorescence 280a �20� 300 57 9 11.10

320a �17� 372 60 50 0.18

340a �34� 372 55 63 0.03

370a �20� 420 90 34 �0.01

400b �13� 420 40 36 �0.01

415 �30� 500 70 205 �0.01

440 �21� 500 60 128 NA

480 �23� 500 80 224 NA

555 �30� 590 80 348 NA

Reflectance Cut-on at
320 and
OD3

300, 420 0.093 45 0.6

aTwo identical filters in series.
b400-nm bandpass filter followed by a short-pass filter to suppress out-of-band light.
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ig. 5 �a� Best and �b� worst cases of out-of-band suppression of the excitation light source measured for 400-nm and 280-nm excitation filters,
espectively. A and B in both graphs represent the pass-band for the excitation configuration and its second order. The regions between them, in
oth cases, represent the out-of-band region where fluorescence is measured. C represents the light leaking through the filter in the infrared. The
ut-of-band light intensity in �a� is on average 5 orders lower than the pass-band, while in �b�, it varies from 4.1 to 4.9 orders. The remaining
xcitation configurations have an out-of-band suppression of OD 4.8 or better.
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inning occurs on the detector, it reduces readout noise and
he amount of data that needs to be read out and transferred.
inning was optimized to not saturate the readout register and

o not compromise system resolution while minimizing time
eeded to readout the data. In the vertical, a pixel-binning of
ight was achieved and increased read-out speed by 55%
hen compared to unbinned readout. Binning in the horizon-

al direction did not improve read-out speed, indicating that
he detector does not include electronic hardware for this op-
ration. Binning is not appropriate for high signal levels such
s some of our calibration standards, because it would saturate
he readout register. Signal intensity can be decreased by re-
ucing the exposure time; however, the camera drivers take
ignificantly longer to reprogram the exposure time as com-
ared to the binning. Therefore, the exposure time was opti-
ized for the low light levels, and binning is disabled for

igh-light-level signals.
Correction factors due to wavelength-dependent sensitivity

f the instrument are illustrated in Fig. 6 for measurement
onfigurations. Fluctuations in the pass band and steep cut-on
haracteristics are typical for dielectric coated long-pass fil-
ers. An approximation of the system’s spectral sensitivity
ithout long-pass filters is represented with the radiant sensi-

ivity curve, which is directly proportional to the wavelength-
ependent quantum efficiency of the detector and the grating
fficiency. The spectral resolution of the detection system is
etermined by the size of the entrance slit image on the de-
ector. In our case, the entrance aperture is a 200-�m-diam
ber. Given a pixel size of 24 �m, a grating with
50 grooves /mm and a focal length of 300 mm, the spectral
esolution is 5 nm and 9 times oversampled.

.3 Fiber Optic Probe
he fiber optic probe development primarily improved ergo-
omics, as the sample illumination and signal collection were
ot altered compared to previously employed fiber optic
robes.26 We were able to incorporate both site annotation as
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ig. 6 The CRD spectral-sensitivities for the five different long-pass
Chroma Technology� have smoother responses in comparison to th
evice’s CCD quantum efficiency and the spectrometer’s grating ef
etection sensitivity is highest in the visible and is lower in the UV an
ensitivity.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 057009-
well as visual illumination features. Annotation of the mea-
surement site with the dye proved to be difficult, as delivery
of precise dose depends on length of the tubing and hydro-
static configuration between annotation site and dye delivery
pump. Also, excess dye blocked the tip of the probe. It turned
out that a small needle puncture was sufficient to identify
samples for later biopsy and processing, and inclusion of dye
was abandoned. Using a 5� optical eyepiece along with an
anatomical sketch of the measurement location on the ovary
improved the probability of finding the punctured site. This
technique is ineffective for cystic ovaries, as they are fluid
filled and should not be punctured. In our experience, about
half of the punctures could be located. In the case of sites that
did not have an identifiable puncture, we consulted the ana-
tomical sketch to estimate the most probable location for the
biopsy matching the measurement site. This approach is rela-
tively straightforward, as the measurement is taken and the
location is noted in the context of the blood supply, the tube,
and the attachment to the uterus. Even if a puncture mark is
not seen, the location can be approximated in a reasonably
accurate manner. The approximate imaging depth of our probe
is 50 to 120 �m, assuming that glandular breast tissue34 and
ovary have similar optical properties and that the optical dif-
fusion constant35 approximates the average imaging depth.

We required the glue used to assemble the fiber optic probe
to have lower AF in comparison to tissue fluorescence. To
confirm this AF, four different types of glues were compared
in fluorescence to average normal ovary using the Fluorolog
�Fig. 7�. The results showed that among the tested excitation
wavelengths, 280 nm gave the strongest AF for all the glues
and was nearly comparable to that of tissue fluorescence. Ex-
cept below 320 nm, the AF from Ångström Bond 9320 is
lower than tissue fluorescence and is the lowest among the
other glues tested and so was selected as the glue of choice.
The other components of the fiber optic probe that do not
come in contact with the sample or the excitation light were
assembled with glues that have high metal–metal shear

600 650 700 750 800
h in nm

Long Pass 300
Long Pass 372
Long Pass 420
Long Pass 500
Long Pass 590
1/Radiant Sensitivity

onfigurations �300, 372, 420, 500, and 590�. The first three filters
two filters �Omega Filters�. In addition, the curve composed of the

is plotted and shows relative good agreement in the visible. The
infrared. The detector and spectrometer have been optimized for UV
550
velengt

filter c
e last
ficiency
d near-
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trength and relatively low curing temperatures. Furthermore,
ultiple ETO sterilizations of the fiber optic probe and the

ye tubing did not degrade them with time.

.4 CRD Performance
o ensure electrical safety, a hospital-grade isolation trans-
ormer with a 1000-W capacity �ILC-1000MED4, Shoreview,

innesota� was used to reduce the leakage current to less than
0 �A, a tenth of the standard hospital electrical safety limit,
hile the ground continuity was less than 210 m�, two-thirds
f the maximum allowed. Thus, there was no electrical con-
inuity to the fiber optic probe. The total power consumption
f the CRD was measured to be about 750 W.

Since our protocol requires that measurements are com-
leted within 10 min, we evaluated the timing efficiency of
ur instrument. With the latest firmware upgrades and the
utomated LabView programming sequences, each measure-
ent sequence takes approximately 20 s �Table 3�. The total

ample exposure time was 4.4 s. We were able to start chang-
ng the excitation filters when camera data were transferred to
he computer; however, this was not possible for the emission
lter wheel.

The emission fibers carrying the fluorescence/reflectance
ignals operated at a working F/# of 2.27. Since the spectrom-
ter used for detection of these signals operated at a system
/#=4 and 300-mm focal length, there is a loss of 60% of

he detected emission signals.
Results from positive and negative standards with their

espective comparison to the measurements on the Fluorolog
re illustrated in Fig. 8. Emission and excitation spectra were

ig. 7 Choice of glue employed in the fiber optic probe. Except below
owest among the other glues tested. 353ND black works better belo
actor of �4.5, while AB9320 is �1.5 times higher. At all other excit
ournal of Biomedical Optics 057009-1
extracted from the respective EEMs. Good agreement was
found for the systems, indicating that the calibration proce-
dure for both excitation and emission–collection transfers
were successful throughout the whole measurement wave-
length range.

Because the power of our light source is decreasing with
time, we monitor the power to determine optimal time of bulb
replacement. There is a 3 to 8% power fluctuation per hour,
while the fluctuations from one measurement day to the next
one are 13 to 15%. This illustrates the importance to record
power data for every CRD measurement. The power calibra-
tion factors �between power at probe tip and power at feed-

nm, the AF from AB9320 is lower than tissue fluorescence and is the
nm and has the lowest AF and is lower than tissue fluorescence by a
avelengths, AB9320 exhibits the lowest AF.

Table 3 Measurement timing efficiency for a single measurement.

LabView operation
Average
time �ms� Count Total

Save data 20 22 440

Spectrometer filter change 1200 5 6000

Camera acquire �exposure time�a 540 �200� 22 11880

Shutter enable/close 30 44 1320

Total measurement per site is 19 to 20 s.

Total camera exposure is �4.4 s.
aLight source filters changed during data transfer.
320
w 320
ation w
September/October 2010 � Vol. 15�5�0
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ack fiber� were at 3.7	0.1 at all wavelengths except at
80 nm, where it was 3.2. As expected, the ratio is not vary-
ng much over the excitation range as the fiber throughput and
hromatic aberrations of the coupling system did not appre-
iably vary.

SNR of �200 is accomplished for all measurements in-
olving calibration standards without saturating the camera.
ur ongoing clinical study indicates that all patient measure-
ents have an SNR of larger than 110, which occurs at
55-nm excitation when using an exposure time of 0.2 s.

Results from a clinical measurement are presented in Fig.
from a normal ovary of a 62-year-old postmenopausal fe-
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male. Emission spectra from the EEM are illustrated in the
subplots and with the corresponding background measure-
ment in water. In this example, measurements from the tissue
are at least half an order larger than the background at all
excitation wavelengths. Highest signal-to-background ratio
was found at 320 nm and 340 nm, where AF form the tissue
was high. AF of tissue at 280 nm is 2 times larger than in
UV-A range, which is 12 times larger compared to the blue
excitation range. A slight dip at 420 nm and ripples at
560 nm are due to hemoglobin reabsorption of the emission.
In summary, the key CRD parameters and their values for the
excitation and emission detection configurations, its clinical
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se, and the features of the fiber optic probe are listed in Table
.

Discussion and Conclusion
e successfully designed and built a clinical research device

or use intraoperatively to perform clinical measurements on
varies, and we have successfully overcome the substantial
hallenges to implementation of a clinical intraoperative de-
ice.

In the design of the excitation light source, the light-leak in
he near-infrared region for the selected 280-nm bandpass
xcitation filter �Semrock� is not critical, as the detection sen-
itivity is relatively low in that spectral region and data past
60 nm are excluded to avoid light at second order.

For the emission detection system, the first three long-pass
lters �Chroma Technologies� have smoother spectral sensi-

ivity values as compared to the last two �Omega Filters�. This
an be seen in Fig. 6. They differ due to differences in manu-
acturing techniques used. This is not a problem, as the short-

Table 4 Performanc

CRD parameter

Excitation configuration

UV safety for tissue exposure at 270 nm

Excitation

Excitation bandwidth

Out-of-band suppression

Emission detection configuration

Spectral collection

Spectral resolution

SNR

Out-of band suppression of reflected light

Clinical operation

Laparoscope compatibility

Operating table compatibility

Single-site measurement time

Dye delivery volume

Fiber optic probe

Ovarian surface area in contact

Approximate imaging depth

Sampling spot diameter

Numerical aperture in tissue

Optical magnification
ournal of Biomedical Optics 057009-1
est period of the fluctuations is greater than 10 nm and is
corrected using calibration. Also, this period is larger than the
system resolution of 5 nm. The mismatch in the F/#’s of the
fiber and the detection optics that is causing 60% loss of col-
lected emission light can be reduced by using a shorter focal
length spectrometer. In addition, there is clipping of the fluo-
rescence spectra at some excitation wavelengths, as seen in
Fig. 9. Adopting a filter wheel with additional filter positions
could extend the emission spectrum toward shorter wave-
lengths but is not feasible with the present spectrometer.

The issues with dye delivery cable length and hydrostatic
pressure make the use of methylene blue as a marking dye
somewhat ineffective, as we were not able to deliver a precise
amount of dye over several meters of cable length. Surgical
marking pens could be an alternative approach,36,37 but they
are not yet approved for in vivo applications.33,38 The accuracy
in locating the puncture sites might be improved with video
recording of the measurement procedure, which might be
more accurate than an anatomical sketch illustrating the loca-

ary of the CRD.

Specification

12% of threshold limiting value set by ACGIH

270 to 580 nm

13 to 35 nm

�OD 4

300 to 810 nm


5 nm

�200

�OD 5

5 mm

Yes

Under 20 s

1 �L �±1 nL�

1.6 mm2

50 to 120 �m

1 mm

0.17

1

e summ
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ion of the measurement. The ideal length of the fiber optic
robe would be 2 to 3 in longer than the present length of
4 in. The somewhat inadequate length of the probe in a large
atient requires careful handling to keep the probe in constant
ontact with the ovary during a clinical measurement, which
s a requirement for successful measurements.

The short-term fluctuations in power are not related to the
ong-term decrease in power due to lamp aging. They are due
o warming-up of components in the light pathway and also
ue to small changes in the light-emitting plasma of the
amp’s cloud, which could cause some arc-wander.39 Power
easurements during each exposure appear to be effective in

ancelling those variations.
For the purpose of quality control of fluorescence measure-

ents, the use of feedback fibers as well as an integrating
phere fiber is redundant. The excitation light is suppressed by
he spectrometer’s long-pass filters and cannot be measured
uring each sample exposure. Output of the excitation source
s best monitored when the probe is placed into the integrating
phere and longpass filters are not engaged. However, for re-
ectance measurements, a spectral feedback measurement in
ombination with a sample measure has been shown to in-
rease measurement precision.40

When reviewing the calibration and quality control tech-
iques in previous publications40–49 that deal with fluores-
ence spectroscopy to generate excitation–emission matrices,
t was found that the techniques discussed here offer equal or
etter management. For instance, the Raman peak of water
an be used to identify one peak emission wavelength. How-
ver, using around five or more peaks over the spectral range
f interest provides better wavelength calibration. Spectral
ensitivity calibration of the components of the system over
he UV-visible spectrum needs at least two light sources hav-
ng relatively flat spectra in the wavelength range of interest.

The results show that the CRD is capable of performing
alibrated reliable and safe clinical measurements well within
he time frame set by the IRB-approved research protocol.
erformance of our system closely compares with that of an

ndustry-standard bench-top device. In the future, the re-
orded data of our ongoing study will be statistically analyzed
o determine the clinical efficacy in separating malignant
rowth from normal ovarian surface epithelium and to deter-
ine whether normal samples from patients at high risk differ

rom those at low risk for developing ovarian cancer. If
roven effective, this technique could be useful for women
equiring surveillance of their ovaries or as a follow-up test to
ther diagnostic techniques. For example, if ultrasound is
sed as the first diagnostic test, then optical spectroscopy
ould be used as the follow-up test to determine the need for
vary removal based on characteristics of malignancy. One
otential limitation of this approach is the current paradigm
hift that many of the cancers arise within the fallopian tube
n patients with BRCA mutations.50 However, there may be
hanges in the extracellular matrix �a field effect� in the ovary,
s suggested with SHG of the ovary,51,52 which can be mea-
ured with fluorescence spectroscopy.

We have presented a potential approach that could also be
dapted to transvaginal access, which would be less costly
nd less invasive. This approach, if proven effective, would
e most useful and economical in women at high risk of de-
ournal of Biomedical Optics 057009-1
veloping ovarian cancer and might determine the ideal time
for a high-risk woman to undergo an oophorectomy.
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